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• Abstract (300 words):

This paper will identify practices effective in bringing about generative spaces for assembly, where noise, defined as an intersectional aesthetics of dissent could mobilise forms of creative trespass. Challenging city centre property ownership through the creation of what Foucault termed ‘other than’ spaces, the paper will show the part marginal sonic cultures can play in shaping heterogenous spaces that may elude smart legibilities, in a contemporary urban centre.

At the time of writing it is difficult to forecast what a relatively small city in the north of England will become in a post-COVID situation. The extent of its economic and cultural degradation will be potentially revelatory and anticipatory action that might be taken must be considered. What potencies could be measured in the continued gathering of scenes that are less codified in terms of capital value and the digital assumptions of smart architectural edifices? In highlighting the on-going practice led enquiry of the author, the paper explores the de-branding of cultural constellations, as a strategy in redefining the purpose and use of space, hitherto known as private property.
Will it be necessary to evade smart and digital detections in the setting up of new spaces for artistic and creative activity? What role can these practices play in a post-gentrified urban landscape where devaluing speculated private property could be instrumental in the redefinition of a lived urban centre. The paper sets out a re-examination of a city’s purpose beyond the production of capital and capitalised data, in a time of increasingly restricted human mobility, both locally and internationally.

Through the modality of its presentation, the paper examines the machinations of relations between online groupings and what could be discerned for eventual and speculative re-gatherings in actual space. The work, in the first instance, will be presented as a transmedia production, with real-time interactive facilitation of question, comment and expected disruption.
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